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HP 2x500/1x1500-sheet Paper Feeder and Stand

Brand : HP Product code: CZ263A

Product name : 2x500/1x1500-sheet Paper Feeder and
Stand

HP 2x500/1x1500-sheet Paper Feeder and Stand

HP 2x500/1x1500-sheet Paper Feeder and Stand:

Support the productivity of growing work groups with simple, robust paper input accessories that enable
media versatility and allow longer printing without reloading paper.

Reduce trips to the printer to reload paper with this paper input accessory. Print more pages
without having to reload paper.

Automatically print on different types of paper such as plain paper and glossy brochure
paper without manually loading paper trays for each print job.

Save time and improve the performance of individuals and work groups with the increased
paper capacity of this 1500-sheet feeder and stand from HP. With more sheets of available
paper, users spend less time refilling paper trays.

Features

Compatibility *
Color LaserJet Enterprise Flow
M680z, M651dn, M651n, M651xh,
M680dn, M680f

Maximum input capacity 2500 sheets

Weight & dimensions

Width 545 mm
Depth 669 mm

Weight & dimensions

Height 510 mm
Weight 30.9 kg

Packaging data

Package width 759 mm
Package depth 853 mm
Package height 698 mm
Package weight 37.1 kg
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